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Institutional Investors: Do they have 
a Role in the Monitoring of 

Corporate Performance? 

Margaret Nowak 
Curtin University of Technology 

Margaret McCabe 
Curtin University of Technology 

Abstract 

In response to perceived anger of shareholders resulting f rom the combination if 
compatry failures, high termination pcryouts and CEO remuneration packages there 
has been growing media interest in assigning a role to institutional investors to 
participate as active monitors if corporate performance, This paper explores how 
institutional investors undertake the monitoring of corporate performance and 
governance processes and structures, 

Selectedfu nds managers were interoiewed about their approach to active institutional 
monitoring of invested companies. This article reports on the processes which f unds 
managers indicated they adopted to monitor company performance and governance, It 
looks at managers' perceptions of the considerations which influenced the development 
of attitudes and polities about monitoring and the decision to undertake active 
monitoring and influencing activity. The processes and p rocedures through which 
exercise of real influence within invested companies IS perceived toflow are discussed 
The funds management industry is not homogeneous in its approach to active 
institutional monitoring and relations with invested companies. Thus future research 
to measure the impact on corporate performance of the presence of institutional 
investors on the share register mqy need to differentiate between categories of 
institutional investor. 

Introduction 

The Australian financial medi a has in recent years been active in reporting perceived 
anger of shareholders on issues such as termination payouts and executive and director 
remuneration (for example, Boyd , 2005; Lee, 2005a), There has also been considerable 
political interest in extending regulation o f shareholder rights to enhance shareholder 
participation (priest, 2004a, 2004b). 



Issues relating to governance and performance taken up by shareholders and 
reported in the Au stralian and international financial press have included: campaigns to 
install independent chairpersons or independent directors; campaigns against individual 
company's pay policies; and active support for , or opposition to, company amalgamations 
or takeovers (Boyle, 2004; Buckley, 2004; Borrusin, 2006) . High profile campaigns, such 
as those in Australia focussed on AMP and National Au stralia Bank, generally catch the 
notice of the press. However, such campaigns affect a small proportion of listed 
companies directly. There has been growing media interest in assigning a role to 
institutional investors to participate as active monitors of corp orate performance 
(Mackenzie, 2004; Stapledon & Paatsch, 2004 ; BuffIni, 2005). 

Recent research has suggested there is a positive relationship between institutional 
ownership and the outcomes of governance monitoring of management activities. Hsu 
and Koh (2005) have found that, in specified circumstances, institutional presence on the 
share register of Australian companies appears to be a proxy for governance mechanisms 
to mitigate aggressive corporate earnings management. Sharma (2004) has found that the 
likelihood of fraud decreases as the percentage of independent institutional ownership 
increases. These studies focus on the overall proportion of institutional investors' holdings 
in the firm, They do not consider the process through which these outcomes could have 
been delivered, nor whether institutional shareholders can be treated as a block or, 
alternatively, demonstrate a variety of responses to potential activism in relation to their 
share portfolios. 

Some international studies have differentiated between types of institutional investor. 
Bethel, Liebeskind and Opler (1998) found that acquisition of share blocks by some types 
of 'blockholders' had a positive effect o n performance. Chen, Harford and Li (2004) 
report that the presence of institutional investors influences the quality of acquisition 
decisions, although this is specifically related to large and primarily block shareholdings. 
Almazan, Hartzell and Stark s (2005) find an association between managerial 
compensation policies and institution al ownership, related to a measure which is a proxy 
for the payoff or incentives for institutional activism. 

In the research reported here, selected funds managers discussed their approach to 
active institutional monitoring of invested companies. This data provided an opportunity 
to consider the processes involved in monitoring corporate performance and managers' 
perceptions of the considerations which influenced the development of attitudes and 
policies tow ards monitoring of invested companies in the industry. The data also allowed 
consideration of the processes and procedures through which the exercise of real 
influence within the invested entities is perceived to flow. It identified and underscored 
the notion that the funds management industry is unlikely to be homogeneous in its 
appro ach to active institutional monitoring and relations with invested companies. We 
suggest that future research seeking to measure the impact on performance of institutional 
investors in the share registry may need to utilise criteria to differentiate between 
categories of institutional investors. 

The paper is organised as follows . Discussion of agency theory is followed by a brief 
discussion on the Annual General Meeting (AG M) as the possible site for retail and 
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institutional shareholder monitoring activity. Literature on potential institutional 
monitoring strategies, including the practices of activist institutional investors, is then 
considered. Following that, the data from a qualitative study of the perceptions of selected 
Australian funds managers of the monitoring role and practices of funds managers is 
reported and implications for research on the impact of institutional investors on 
corporate performance is considered. 

Agency Theory, Monitoring and 'Agency Costs' 

Berle and Means (1932) identified the tension, for the modern corporation, between 
the interests of the dispersed owners and those of the corporate management. Jensen and 
Meckling (1976) proposed agency theory as an explanation for the development of 
governance structures and processes in the corporation designed to manage the outcomes 
of this tension. They suggested that, in this agency relationship, the owner (shareholder) 
engages the agent (management) ' . .. to perform some service on their behalf which 
involves delegating some decision making authority ... ' (1976: 308). The cost of 
monitoring activity undertaken to ensure that the services performed by the manager are 
in the interests of the shareholders are an 'agency cost'. Jensen and Meckling (1976) 
argued that monitoring should be undertaken by the owner or their 'representative' (at 
owner's cost) up to the point at which the marginal cost of monitoring equates to the 
increment to wealth resulting from reducing the adverse activities of the manager (e.g. in 
the form of increased managerial perquisites! rents or risk-averse decision-making). 

The mechanisms of corporate governance, focussed on the board of directors, 
provide one avenue for monitoring the services performed by corporate management. At 
this level, monitoring corporate management is the responsibility of the company 
directors appointed to the board. Ostensibly, the shareholders 'appoint' directors to the 
board at the AGM of shareholders and are therefore able to hold their directors 
accountable at the AGM for the performance of their monitoring role. The legal and 
stock exchange listing requirements for the provision of information to the market 
provide the other major avenue for shareowners and prospective owners to monitor and 
make judgments on performance. 

The spate of questioning (see examples given) of corporate governance processes 
and structures has been accompanied by suggestions that shareholders, including 
institutional shareholders, should become more actively engaged in overseeing and 
evaluating their boards' monitoring processes and outcomes. This has focused on 
opportunities for, and participation by, shareholders at the AGM. This is reflected in 
recent media reports on active shareholders willing to use the AGM to question and seek 
to influence boards' monitoring activities and board composition. At the same time there 
has been questioning in the media (Lee, 2005b; Borrusin, 2006; Greenblat, 2006) about 
the value of the AGM as an information and performance monitoring forum. 

The Annual General Meeting as Shareholder Forum 

The Commonwealth of Australia's 2004 Corporate Law Economic Reform Program 
Audit Reform and Corporate Disclosure Act (CLERP 9) reflects, in a number of provisions, the 
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view that shareholders should be empowered to actively address issues of corporate 
performance at the AGM. In particular, the legislation addresses the right of shareholders 
to timely advice of meetings, appropriate meeting procedures and the opportunity for 
shareholders to vote on the remuneration report. 

Use of the AGM to influence corporate governance and performance issues requires 
resources to build a case and a coalition and, except for the quixotic, requires that there be 
a return on the resources used. The action by two former directors of Walt Disney Co . of 
'travelling the country' for three months to meet with shareholders and investors 
(Lazaroff, 2004) in an unsuccessful bid to oust the chairman and CEO provides some 
indication of the level of resources needed. 

For retail investors, the impediments to activism are substantial. First there are 
information costs (W'illiamson, 1979). Retail investors find it difficult and prohibitively 
costly to access the comparative industry and market information to make judgments on 
relative fum performance and difficult to access the information (some privately held) to 
make judgments on the adequacy of governance structures and processes. Second, there 
are the costs of orchestrating an intervention which will be heard at the AGM. 

In 2003, 5.7 million Australians owned shares directly (Australian Stock Exchange, 
2003a), but only 20 percent directly held a portfolio of $100,000 or greater and shares 
listed on the Australian Stock exchange constituted only 20 percent of the total value of 
the investments held by these retail investors. It is, therefore, questionable whether active 
involvement in monitoring those shares by shareholders is a reasonable expectation. For 
the retail investor, 'rational' apathy in relation to the governance performance of individual 
corporations is often optimal (Davies & Stapledon, 1993). Exit from the corporation, via 
sale of the shares, remains their most effective option when dissatisfied with perceived 
investment return or potential return, 

Institutional Investor Activism 

In the year to June 2003 (Australian Stock Exchange, 2003b), institutional investors 
accounted for 78 percent by value of shares traded; retail investors accounted for only 18 
percent by value. Southwood (2003), Gillan and Starks (2003) and Romano (2001) are 
among those who argue that activism by institutional investors may be an effective 
substitute for activism by the retail shareholder. Gillan and Starks (p. 17) conclude that 
institutional investors' presence should lead to more informative prices, increased liquidity 
and lower monitoring costs for all investors. 

Southwood (2003) also argues that institutional investors may facilitate the 
coordination of wider shareholder activity designed to protect and enhance long-term 
shareholder value. Southwood defines what he terms 'shareholder engagement' as 
involving 'any attempt to pursue shareholder objectives by: "voice" without a change of 
control in the company" (p. 226). This includes discussions with management, 
shareholder resolutions and the use of publicity. He proposes that the growing 
concentration of institutional shareholdings will encourage them to utilise the specialised 
resources of their fund managers for effective monitoring and performance analysis . This 
aids the use of voice rather than exit by this specific group. 
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Davies and Stapledon (1993) consider the action of institutional investors a form of 
internal monitoring, being 'the exercise, or threat of the exercise, by shareholders of their 
powers under the corporate constitution to remove incumbent management with whom 
they are dissatisfied, or at the least change to secure a change in the direction of the 
company's business policy' (p.64) . They categorise institutional investor action into two 
forms : general intervention seeking the adoption of policy, which applies to all companies 
or a subset of them (e.g., audit independence, issues of non-voting shares); and particular 
intervention, which is confined to the individual company. 

Collective Activism - Govemance Principles 

The cost of general intervention can be spread through collective action. Besides 
spreading the cost, such action is frequently able to achieve implementation through 
established regulatory structures such as Stock Exchange Listing Requirements. The 
Australian examples of this collective action have been particularly strong. The Australian 
Investment Managers' Association (AlMA) developed the influential Corporate 
Governance: A Guide for Investment Managers and Corporations (the Blue Book: 1995, 
1997). Its successor organisation, Investment and Financial Services Association (IFSA) 
has continued to exert strong professional pressure in relation to governance standards 
and listing requirements in Australia. 

One of the major impediments to collective activism for institutional investors 
remains the 'free rider' problem, whereby potential costs may not be spread across all 
beneficiaries. The costs of developing a coalition of institutions could be significant. 
Institutional investors are expected to weigh the cost of an intervention strategy against 
the potential (but uncertain) benefits they expect. In the case of action on matters of 
governance principle, these benefits may appear to be intangible. 

Activism at the Level ofthe Corporation 

The exercising of collective voice at the corporate level by institutions faces some of 
the barriers that confront the retail investor in relation to access to privately held 
(corporate) information, complexity of information, costs in mobilising support (e.g., in a 
proxy fight) and legal issues in some jurisdictions. Such legal issues include regulations on 
insider trading, requirements for all shareholders to receive equal access to information 
and obstacles to collective action including competition policy. 

In introducing its Guidelines, AlMA (1997) take the position that the interests of 
major institutional shareholders is compatible with the interests of other shareholders. 
The guidelines provide a blueprint for institutional investment activity . 

They include the proposal that investment managers 'should vote on all material 
issues at all Australian company meetings where they have the voting authority and 
responsibility' (AlMA, 1997: 9). The guidelines also make a strong push for direct 
communication between institutional investors and both senior management and the 
board on issues of corporate performance and governance matters. The guidelines suggest 
that a commitment to continuing communication might include 'expert discourse, 
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agreements or understandings about the process governing the dialogue and commitment 
to playa cons tructive role' (AlMA, 1997: 16). 

Particular intervention is more likely to be approached in a competitive vein and 
requires a commitment in terms of costs on the part of the institutional investor. Davies 
and Stapledon (1993) note that research by Black and Coffee in the United Kingdom 
found the overall pattern of direct institutional shareholder intervention can be 
characterised as 'frequent dialogue, occasional informal intervention when a firm is in 
trouble and very infrequent formal intervention' (p. 75). Southwood (2003) proposes that 
influence is best achieved through consensual relationships, which manage issues and seek 
to avoid escalation into conflict. This necessarily involves close relations between the 
organisations and a commitment to the long term 'relational investing'. 

Evidence on the Practice of Institutional Activism: Australian Funds 
Managers 

Research Objectives 

This study reports the perceptions of funds managers from 17 organisations with 
funds management activities, selected from among Australian institutional investors. The 
data collection was undertaken in research commenced in 1999 which explored directors' 
perceptions of best practice corporate governance. The aim in the data collection from 
funds managers was to identify their perceptions of best practice corporate governance, 
the performance monitoring activities which their organisation would engage with and 
their perceptions of influence over the governance practices of invested companies. This 
paper looks specifically at performance monitoring policies and processes and at funds 
manager's perceptions of whether influence was being exerted over governance practices 
in invested companies. 

Data Collection and Analysis 

Executives from a total of 17 Australian funds management organisations were 
interviewed in a semi-structured interview process. Table 1 provides details of the 
distribution of organisations included in the study over the range of the value of funds 
under management and the type of organisation. 

Data was originally sourced from public sources and provided to the interviewees 
prior to the interview for confirmation or adjustment if necessary. In some cases the 
Annual General Meeting was scheduled or had been held close to the interview date. 
Participants ensured that information available for the research was accurate. 

The research adopted a qualitative research design operating in the constructivist 
paradigm. The data examined in this paper was collected as part of a larger study 
examining features of corporate governance in Australia. In demonstrating that corporate 
governance is not a socially stable phenomenon but rather a set of personal constructs 
overlaid by legal and regulatory institutions, it was appropriate to use a research approach 
that was placed in the constructivist paradigm (Schwandt, 2000) using an interpretavist 
epistomology (McCabe, 2002). 
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Table 1: Distribution of Funds Management Institutions Interviewed 

Type of organisation Number of 
institutions 

Range of Volume of Funds under 
Management 

Major bank funds 
management ent it ies 

4 $8.7 billion - $22.7 billion 

Merchant banks 3 $ 5.6 billion - $ 40.0 billion 

Large funds management 
organisation 

1 $ 172 billion 

Small funds management 
organisation 

4 $4.76 billion - $9.8 billion 

Funds management linked 
to other financia l 
instit utions (eg insurance) 

5 $2.2 bill ion - $28.9 billion 

..
Source: Original table - funds under management provided at interview relate to published data at 
the time of interview. 

Theoretical sampling (G laser, 1992) guided the selection of participating funds 
management organisations. Theoretical sampling was achieved during the course of a 
preliminary stud y. The research is descriptive and inductive (Merriam, 1988) Content 
anal ysis procedures consistent with the grounded theory research approach (Strauss & 
Corbin, 1990; Whiteley, 2000) were used to identify themes and concepts. The analytical 
process is an iterative one providing for repetitive interrogation of the data and the 
emergence of meaning. The NU D.ISTTM (Richards, 1996) software package assisted the 
analytical process as a data ma nagement tool. Ana lysis occurred within the iterative 
interrogation of the data . The software package facilitated the questioning, classification 
and categorisation of interview data conducted by the researc her 

Findings 

In reporting the data the convention adopted for acknowledging extracts from 
interviews is to introduce and to conclude each quote with the following designation using 
a double slash (/ / ). Respondents' words have been used where possible in the 
development of the categories following the coding process. 

Collective Activism 

Activism at the collective level on issues of principle is well supported in the 
ind ustry . Many of those interviewed referred to past collective actio n on issues of 
principle through the auspices of AlMA and to membership by their own organisation of 
IFSA . The comments of one funds manager on the establishment of AlMA following the 
collapses of Quintex and Bond Corporation are indicative of the motivation for collective 
action by the industry: 
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/ / ... we have been fighting these battles individuallY, perhaps it would be more 
effective ifweformed a group to debate these ideas/ / .. .it (theQuintex collapse) was 
the start of institutions being a bit more consistent in what we thought aboutthese sort 
ofgovernance issues. ] / 

This motivation relates to issues of principle on governance, but collective action on 
principle can be triggered by particular corporate collapses or a serie s of such collapses. 

Most of those interviewed referred to AlMA and IFSA when general issues of 
governance were discussed. They subscribed to a continuing role for institutional 
investors to participate in this form of collective action on matters of governance 
principle: 

/ / ...AlMA and now IPSA have had their impact reallY in helping the 
institutions and also to display to boards that institutional investors are 
important / / . , .we have an opportuni!J to partiapate in the debate to discuss 
with other institutions.. .but they areprobablY the bigger hotter issues / / it means 
that IPSA then has an ongoing role toplqy and they will usuallY involve themselves 
.. . to express a view and be listened to'; and '. . . to the extent that thryform a block 
and use it appropriatelY likeAlMA/ IPSA/ / 

Consistent with the literature Genson & Meckling, 1976), funds managers saw the 
decision to take an activist role, even on principle at the collective level , in terms of 
cost/benefit anal ysis. One manager commented in relation to the recent decision by his 
organisation to join IFSA: 

But at the end of the day, forry five thousand dollars is a lot of monry. So it isj ust a 
cost that we aregoing to have to assess in thefuture. . . 

Another commented: 'We take a fairly low cost approach where we look after clients 
interests by selling out if we don't like the corporate practices...' 

Monitoring at the Level ofthe Corporation 

From the interviews a dichotomy appears to exist between those funds management 
organisations which sough t to influence companies in wh ich they invested and those who 
did not. Those interviewees who indicated that their organisation sought influence also 
reported that this influence was exercised and could yield results. On the other hand, 
those who did not seek to do so considered that seeking to exercise influence was a costly 
option which was a distraction from their role as investm ent managers. They indicated 
that their institutions instead opted for what in the industry is termed the '\Vall Street 
Walk', meaning quitting their shares if they have concerns about the direction of a firm or 
its governance structures and processe s. The dichotomy tended to be related to the 
aggregate volume of funds under management. but this was only one factor. Another 
factor related to individual strategy. Some smaller funds managers would also seek 
influence in cases where their stake in sma ller companies was relatively high. 

Funds managers clearl y outlining the more involved position, used terminology 
which expressed the existence o f a relati onship with the invested companies: 
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/ / .. .And that is what is so imp ortant about forming that relationship. Right tip 
front with companies when y OH invest in them so everyone understands one 
another./ / .. .yOti develop a relationship with the management if the compat!J and we 
are not trying to tell them how to run the business but. . .we are challenging them on 
their strategy. . .we are constantlY feeding into the management of the 
company.] / . .. Using your relationship and trying tacticallY to move what is best/ / 
... institutional investors are ask ed for their opinions... / / y ou want a good 
relationship with themsoyou aregettingagood informationJlow / / 

For some, however, any inv olvement was a distr action: 

/ / . . .we k nowabout financialmarkets more than we do about mnning businesses.// 
.. .my primaryfocus is to beat the index and not change a company's wC!J if doing 
things. 1 mean that is not my role. / / .. .It is not the role ifan institution... / / 

Some interviewees, mo stly from funds management organi sations at the lower end 
of funds vo lume under management, argued that active intervention depended on factors 
such as the relative importance of the stock in their portfolio or the importance of their 
holding in the company's sh are register: 

/ / .. .thry are big parts ifourportfolio . . .it is those companies whichyou need toform 
that association with the board/ / ... "X" is an example of where we were reasonably 
active in supporting the removal of some directors. .. we will get involved where we see 
we can tangiblY add ualue. ] / ... its very difficult for us on our own to exert much 
inJluence....where we are talking of50-150 ml. cap. we would think that we have a 
greater inJltlenfe./ / 

Formingand M anaging Relationships with Invested Corporations 

Where the institutional inves to r an ticipa ted 'forming a relati onship' , investment 
an alysts were identified as being central in the m onitoring process: 

/ / It is the responsibility if our analysts to have an ongoing view about how the 
compa'!J is performing in terms of corporate governance. . . / / We have analysts who 
have exp erience in the market so it (monitoring) is a proms which is through directors 
and a chain of directorships. .. and through the experience of individualanalYsts. . .we 
keep tabs... / / 

Direct and regular informal contact with the companies was part of this process: 

/ / We visit companies. .. we visit them regtllarIY. / / Informal discussions between the 
ana!Jst and the compa,!). .. / / . . .our analyst would be speak ing to a range if 
people.. ./ / We real!J do watch our companies and we go and see the 
management. . ./ / Sometimes the communication can j ust be !?y WC!J if a phone 
call... / / ...meeting with the boardand knowing the board members./ / 

Within thi s communication process, there were clear processes to formalise and escalate 
contact where concerns were felt: 
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/ / We prefer to communicate dissatisfaction with the compa,!) rather than fight 
them/ / well we would move it to a more formal footing if things were 
continuing / / 

/ / . .. head of ourAustralian Equities team mqy also become involved.. follow that 
up with a letter to both the chairman and independent directors... / / If there is 
sufficient justification we will go straight to the chairman of the board.// ... 
correspondence exchanges where we set down what we think should be an approach to 
be tak en/ / 

PublicActivism: V otingthe Shares/ Using the Media 

While a minority of the funds managers interviewed indicated that their organisation 
had a policy of voting on all issues at the AGM, others indicated that they either voted 
issues that affected them or were even more haphazard than that, with voting dependent 
on other issues such as geographical proximity. This response is interesting in the light of 
moves in Sarbanes Oxley in the USA, to require institutional investors to vote their 
shares: 

/ l Our poliry is that we vote on all issues, all companies, all issues.] /" .a'!) sort of 
resolutions... we actuallY have a poliry in house here wherery .. .we must as a 
discipline address those issues.] / We are happy to vote when we think we have a 
view which is meanintful and can have some influence / / [V'e onlY vote when our 
shareholder value is a.ffected. . . / / ... rypicalIYyou vote onA ustralian ones. . . / / ... so 
I'd rather see it done on an optional basis// 

While a handful of contemporary high profile examples of governance and 
boardroom fights which had involved a number of institutional investors were discussed 
in the interviews, the fund managers were generally averse to joining battles which spilled 
over into the media : 

/ / A lot of these things get fixedprior togoing topublic meetings and doing what the 
Australian Shareholders Association does, which is basicallY berate directors 
publiclY./ / We prefer to communicate dissatisfaction with the compa,!) rather than 
fight them./ / 

CostofActivism and the Wall Street Walk 

Funds managers saw the decision to take an activist role, even at the collective level, 
in terms of cost/benefit analysis. All funds managers interviewed noted that selling shares 
(the Wall Street Walk) rather than engaging with the company was an option regularly 
adopted : 

/ /Wall Street Walk . .. is always an option ...as an active f und manager we mqy 
decide it is all too hard./ / . .. ifwe don'tfeelwe can support the management we don't 
try tofight them we willj ust sell the shares andgo./ / Thefi rst port 0/ callis to btg 
and sell, when thryare notan option then others are look ed at./ / 

Some saw exiting the shares as their best option in almost all cases: 

/ 
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I I E xit the shares ...1 mean in terms of the wqy we operate that is precisejy what 
would happen.I I We choose to sell, right...I I We sell our shares, exit the register. 
We take a f airlY low cost approach . . . qy selling out if we don't like the corporate 
practices.] I .. .time is alwqys short in business.. :youjust sellthe stock. I I 

Respondents approached the decision to sell explicitly in terms of costs including 
time cost and as 'the wqy we do things around here'. However, often implicit was a cost/ 
benefit calculation which was made explicit for some: 

We'vegot to do a cost] benefit analysis ... we mightjust sqy lets not worry about it, lets 
just sell. I I .. j ar the larger institutions that can't get in and out of their shares quite 
so easijy.. .its incumbent on them to bemoreactive in defending theirinvestment.I I 

Discussion 

Pozen (1994) argues that 'Since ... institutions are organised and paid as passive 
portfolio managers, they could not possibly become active in a large number of 
companies' (p. 147). A number of the interviewees concurred with this conclusion. Kahn 
and Win ton (1998) model the alternative str ategies open to ins titu tional inves tors using 
the dichotomy to trade or to intervene. The optimal decision, Kahn and Winton argue, 
depends on the nature of the industry and product of the target firm, the potential for 
speculative gains, the cost of information and of intervention, the size of the shareholding 
and the reservation prices of retail shareholders. An alysis of the research confirms that a 
trade or intervene dichotomy is a reasonable description of the broad deci sion context for 
a group of these firms. Where this is the case, funds managers' discussion on the optimal 
decision does refer to costs such as information and intervention co sts, the size of the 
shareholding and the potential financial benefits. 

It was apparent from the interviews, however, that some institutional inve stors had a 
stronger commitment to wh at is termed 'relational investment', which is quite close to 
what Pozen (1994) terms 'block expansionists'. The strategy followed by this group of 
funds managers included the exertion of real influence on the composition of the board, 
and the oversight of or action to comment on corporate str ategy. This form of beh aviour 
is consistent with the 'dominant shareholder' of agency theory, or blockholding which is 
prevalent in Europe (Becht & Roell ,1999). There is considerable empirical support for 
the position that large blockholders can and do exert control over management (Gillan & 
Starks, 2003 : 14); however, their interests are not always con sistent with, and may be in 
conflict with, the interests of the remaining, and specifically the retail, shareholders (Becht 
& Roell, 1999 ; La Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes & Shleifer, 1999; Faccio & Lang, 2002). In this 
respect, the enhanced monitoring capability of such institutions potentially provides 
priv ate returns to the costs involved to that institution(s), but does not necessarily 
enhance the information base for market monitoring as proposed by Gillan and Starks 
(2003). 

This diversity among institutions, suggests the need for further research to consider 
the potential for impact in the Au stralian market setting. The differences in stated 
institutional investors' polic y approach towards monitoring suggests that future 
quantitative research relating institutional investor ownership and measures of 
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performance (as a proxy for monitoring activity) should differentiate institutional 
investors. One proxy measure for the different policy approaches by institutions found in 
this study may be approximated by the volume of funds under management. 

In contrast to the 'blockholder' approach noted above another set of funds 
managers viewed intervention as not consistent with their expertise and not part of their 
role. It is this group, along with those who pursue the optimal strategy in the Kahn and 
Winton (1998) sense, who have the potential to provide the 'more informative prices, 
increased liquidity and lower monitoring costs for all investors' envisaged by Gillan and 
Starks (2003: 17). It is from the trading decisions of this segment of the industry' utilising 
their ability ro specialise in information and achieve economies of scale in the monitoring 
process, that greater market efficiency can be expected to result. 

On the other hand interventions relating to corporate governance principles are 
most likely to occur through collective activity of the institutional investors working 
through industry groups such as the Investment and Financial Services Association. This 
form of action did have the support of many institutional investors, despite the potential 
free rider problem. Collective action at this principles level does also promise improved 
monitoring information and processes for all shareholders. 
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